Boy Scouts of America – Shooting Disciplines for the July 2013 Jamboree.
The Jamboree site occupies 10,600 acres, this is to house 5 “Base Camps” and a Summit Center.
The Shooting Base Camp called “The Barrels & The Bows” were to include:
Shotgun:
Rifle:
Handgun:
Archery:
Airsoft:
Powder Ball:

Sporting Clays, Compact Clays and Trap-Deck Shooting.
High Power rifle range 100 yards (.308 and .223) and 50 feet .22LR
Static Target at 5 yard to 15 yard and Steel Plate (9mm and .22LR)
Static Targets 5 yards through 90 yards, 3-D and Sporting Arrows.
Static reactive targets shot at 25 feet with repeating Airsoft Gun.
Shooting Airborne foam discs with a Paintball gun & Powder Balls.

Rifle and Handguns
Two years ago we flew over the 10,600 acre site trying to identify suitable areas to assign to the 5
base camps.

Several passes were made to determine the most suitable areas.

The BOWS - Archery

The BARRELS - Shooting

The four shooting disciplines are shown below, in this document we’ll concentrate on the
Two GREEN circles, the areas of Rifle, Handgun and Steel Plate shooting.

Rifle – Handgun – Steel Plate Shooting Disciplines…..
In the early days of the project I was frustrated with the lack of area for rifle and handgun. This may
sound strange with 10,600 acres, but safety was the prime concern and I had to find an area within
the “Shooting” allocation where I could safely install high powered rifle and handguns.
We would be shooting “HEAVY” .308 and .223 Rifles for the “big” kids and .22LR for the smaller.
I spent many weeks and many visits trying to locate an area where I had either a 6,000 yard SDZ –
Surface Danger Zone, or an area surrounded by high hills. After several weeks I began to rule out
this discipline as impossible to safely install. Then I found it… A valley with high hills either side.
We could shoot from one side to the other and have no risk of ground ricochets (as there was no
ground – a valley between shooter and target.) The valley also tapered… 250 yards across at one
end, tapering down to 60 yards at the other.
There were a couple of old mining benches – One for shooters, the other for the targets

Shooting from this side to ……………………………………………the targets on this side.

Only problem there were too many trees to clear between shooter and target. I couldn’t do selective
“avenues” because of the danger of ricochets coming back to the shooter, so it would have to be a
clear cut – every tree had to go. Here come the “tree-huggers” and another solution had to be found.

It was decided to move the range further up the valley although this meant the shooter and target
would be getting closer, so instead of having a maximum of 240 yards, it became 120 yards. But, it
saved a lot of trees. Walking further towards the valley end, the trees thinned where a drainage
pond had been formed.

By cutting the number of stations down to 60, we could squeeze them in with minimal tree felling.

The end of the valley.

Here would be 75 yards

Here would be 120 yards

A few months later and the brushwood were removed. The old mining bench re-structured.

Landscaping finished, target line ready and sand bags mark the bottom of the target berm.

Work commenced on the rifle range shooting shelter – where shooters would be positioned.

Targets were aligned with the shooting position

The National Guard built the Shooting Stations…

The shooting benches were built in and secured to the floor.

And so, the rifle range was complete

Note the grey line… This is the limestone trench to catch any “lead” run-off from the target berm.

This photo clearly shows high hill behind the targets and the depression between shooter and targets.

And here… we see the handgun range built into the hill behind the end of the rifle shooting line.

Handgun Ranges………..
As can be seen in the previous photos, the handgun range could have shot in the same direction as
the rifles, but the distance would have been too great, and there would be no way of retrieving the
target sheets. So, we did 180° turn and fired into the hill behind.
.

Shooter here ----- Targets here.

Here we start clearing the ground and building the bullet stop and protective side berms

Preparing the limestone trenches to catch the “lead” run-off

The rear berm was smoothed and a side berm to the left, protected approaching shooters coming
past the rear of the rifle range.

As on the rifle target berm, the handgun target berm also has a limestone trench to filter “lead” run-off

The National Guard commenced building the Handgun Shooting Stations.

The handgun range was finished….

Clearly shown, the limestone “lead” traps to prevent any pollution problems.

Rifle Range .22LR – Short distance ….
For the smaller kids we installed 20 x .22LR rifle shooting positions. These were positioned behind
the start of the “heavy” rifle range. Again, the National Guard built the shooting shelters.

Handgun – The Steel Plate Shooting……………
Originally, we planned to have the Steel Challenge as part of the shooting disciplines, but there were
problems with calling the “game” by that name as there was a conflict between the suppliers of arms
and ammunition, and the name being “registered”. So… we called it Steel Plate Shooting….
Although we could not shoot “Steel Challenge”, at least not during the Jamboree, I decided to design
the four shooting fields to the Steel Challenge format. Then, if in the future there was a resolution,
maybe when the BSA wasn’t tied by product restrictions, the Steel Challenge could be “hosted”.
The drawing below shows the FOUR setups for the Steel Challenge.

The area chosen was behind the Compact Sporting Clay decks 3 & 4…

This discipline was pretty easy to layout, just a series of berms to separate the four distinct fields.
Having said that, there was a lot of cutting into the hill and moving a “ton” of earth for the berms.
Work commenced on moving tons of earth and creating the drainage system……

Four different bays (width, depth) – and to protect each side field from stray shots.

Finished fields in the Spring.

All four fields are “bermed”….

The photos below show the different size areas to accommodate the Steel Challenge at a later date!!
Although these fields differ in width and depth, the steel plate shooting for the BSA will have all
targets set at the same distance…. There will be 3 fields shooting .22LR and 1 shooting 9mm.

As with the rifle and handgun ranges, all berm bases are trenched then filled with limestone to filter
and trap any lead run-off. NOTE the drains (the small green loops). These horse-shoe trenches
drain into a secondary trench that runs the length of the four fields. This drain runs into a “lime-pit”
which further filters any toxins and allows clean water to enter the streams below in the valley.

I “take my hat off” to the Trinity guys who constructed the 2° slope necessary in all directions to force
all run-off water, back towards the front of the field, and also into the main filtration pit

Looking back across the “valley” from the target area to the shooting positions.
The “heavy” rifle (.308 / .223)

The Handgun range firing into the hill…

Waiting for the kids………………………………………

Mike Davey
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